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598. In June 2004, MNSTC-I assumed responsibility for building the capability of Iraqi Security Forces and institutions.

599. An approach that makes one contractor responsible for both the design and construction of a project, although the selected contractor may use others to complete the work.


601. The Development Fund for Iraq (DFI) was established in May 2003 by UNSC Resolution 1483 as a means to channel revenue from Iraqi oil sales, unencumbered Oil-for-Food deposits, and repatriated Iraqi assets to the relief and reconstruction efforts for Iraq.

602. SIGIR uses funding obligations in this report to provide the basis for depicting trends in project and program costs involving both ongoing and completed projects. SIGIR refers to these obligated amounts as estimated project costs.


604. Recent plans do not include actions to hire an Iraqi national for the program. For a listing of SIGIR audits and the number of recommendations per audit, see Appendix J.


606. The contract had a $500 million ceiling—$425 million for construction, a base fee of $15 million, and a maximum award fee of $60 million.


608. Formerly referred to as focused financial audits.

609. IIGC members: SIGIR (Chair), DoS OIG (Co-Vice Chair), DoD OIG (Co-Vice Chair), Army OIG, USAID IG, Treasury OIG, Department of Commerce OIG, DCAA, USAAA, GAO (observer member), and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Chief Audit Executive (observer member).